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Local businesses thrive onJMU's influence 
r     ,-, Harrisonburg businesses made 
run racts       <OCK ™;II;™ «fr I\A\ I ;n ->nns: $295 million off JMU i  2005 
I \ \\ DYSOS 
plmlo eililif 
— There are more 
than 6,000 jobs asso- 
ciated with JMU. 
— 75 percent of Buf- 
falo Wild Wings' busi- 
ness is from students. 
— Approximately 50 
percent of Buffalo 
Wild Wings' employees 
are JMU students. 
BY ASMII> HOPKINS 
-•luff wrilrr 
in 2005, JMU and its students, employees and retirees 
sptnt more lhan $292 million in Harrisonburg and Rock- 
ingham County, helping local businesses and fueling the 
local economy. 
This total came from .1 recent study conducted bv 
IMU'l Office "l Institutional Research and the Virginia 
I mploymcnt c ommisaion in |ulv 2tHio and Includes direct 
and indirect spending, |obs snd t,i\ revenue. 
While l\IU students may work a large percentage ot 
the |obs scrota  Harrisonburg,  there are more than 6,000 
jobs aaeodated with |Ml   itself. 1,202 employees work 
at |ML and university spending has helped create 3,023 
11 oNotn /w«ir J 
Campus 
reacts to 
Rumsfeld 
ie. KIM HA 
Li>nttlbuttn£ A-r:tn 
National leaders said i«>r- 
lefensc ^\ retar) [ ><>n.fId 
Rumsfeld's resignation won't 
lead to an) swirl or dramatic 
change In Iraq In the neu tu- 
tu re 
"Ifa going to take more to 
< li.in);. on ground m Iraq than 
}usf a change ITI official,   said 
political science professor Jona- 
than Keller 
Rumsleld, the secretary of 
defense tor the past si. vcars, 
WAS one ot the main architects 
and proponents ot Invading 
Iraq However; since Bush's sec- 
ond term, Rumsfeld had been 
the  object  ot   increased  crW- 
. Ism 
'Its iust a chance In >om- 
mand," said |MU ROK profes- 
501 MM i ( harles Mi Intyre "it i 
still business as usual. As for 
the war In Iraq, l don't think it's 
going to havi-'.iiiv effect because 
that's not how policy decisions 
are made." 
Hut |\u ROK professor 
1 K |.-n White said Rumsfeld 
came In w ith decisive goals and 
a different waj ol thinking, and 
did excel In some areas 
He  takes action*   he de- 
mands   immediate   responses, 
and that's made him a lot ot 
enemies. White said He's got 
, redenlials being a delense guv, 
some   ways   he's    been    proven 
right in his ideas, like In the 
area ot techno 
Robert (.ales. I,inner deputv 
director ot tin- ( IA from 1991- 
'93 w ill sui ceed Rumsfeld pend- 
ing the approval ot the Senate 
Aimed Services t. ommittee and 
a majority in the Senate 
Political   M lence   professor 
Glen Hastedt said he thought it 
w .is interesting that hush nomi- 
nated (iates 
"l think he's ,tn Interesting 
i hone he Mid ltd been bet- 
ter it the person had established 
.1   better   track   reeord    working 
with Congress |Whafs] vital is 
who t..it»-s appoints as his top 
assistants 
Whether   the    war   in    Iraq 
changes direction will be seen 
in  the  following   months  with 
the release Ot the Baker Report, 
written    b\    .1   bipartisan   Iraq 
Stud) group with exit strateg) 
suggestions. 
"i think there's some expei 
tation the new secretary ot de* 
fense n ill be more open to their 
suggestions," Keller said 
hut not all tlunk .1. hange In 
I OUrse m Iraq is needed 
I don't think it's realisti, to 
expei t a large > hange '" dinw 
turn or th.it  we  need  change," 
White said *Ws can't tell our 
all) thai the) re not doing 
enough when the) re suiter 
Ing ' 
Check Up On It 
BVAN DYSOWctan aster 
A male successfully performs a sobriety test at the request of a police officer during Thursday night's license check point on Neff 
Avenue between Port Republic Road and University Boulevard. For more photos, check out ihebreezejirg 
Parents too involved in job search? 
Graduates turn to 
Mom and Dad for 
job-finding help 
m SARAH SIIIIIV \s 
wntributint writtt 
As parents assume a larger I K>l€ 
In |ob searching foi th^rt recenth 
graduated children, some |ob coun- 
selors worrv those graduates are los- 
ing OUt in the long run 
"In our Office,   we are   loiuerned 
about the emerging role that some 
parents are taking In fOO-SCarch mat 
ters.      said    l.ee   Ward,    director   ol 
JMU's Academit Advising and Ca 
reci 1 levelopmenl t outer 
1 ollege students are at 1 devel- 
opmental  point where it  is essential 
that the) take responsibilit) tor their 
education,   learn   to make   their own 
decisions and take responsibility 
tor the consequences ol those deci- 
sions 
Although unemplo) men! rates 
have fallen, graduates are finding ii 
harder to land stable fobs. A* curding 
to the Bureau ol I abor Statistics, the 
national   Unemployment   rate   tell   to 
1 1 percent In October 
hut  a« t aiding   to  the  t enter  tor 
American  Progress, the unemplo) 
ment rate itselt is an Inadequate ITH.1 
sure ot the availabihtv ot |obs While 
the unemployment rale has (alien, 
the share ol QIC working-age popula- 
tion With |0bl lias remained at levels 
well below those reached during the 
previous economic expansion ol the 
late 1990s. 
I he fob market is always com- 
petitive, but 
parental        inter-    46 
ference   in   |ob- 
search 
jobs relates back to college m.i|ors 
"Students    who    graduate    with 
softer majors have a harder time try- 
ing to tint! a Job," Bal- 
      lard said, who is a par- 
ent ot  a recent college 
Mich   activities    ...PaVCntal UltevfeY-    gtaduati        students 
probabK hurts a iii     1 J    ,      with harder and techni- 
s.uden.s chance    WICCprobably hUrtS    cal majors find it easier 
:i^::rZ:;l  a student's chances 
w^sa,dlu"px   of landing [a job]... 
)nn      Mallard, —LEEWARD 
Managing   Direc- ilin\iir<4JMirsAeadmikv\d\xsu¥ 
lor   of   Wharton.     - - 
Aldhi/er and •*/ 
Weaver   law   firm 
in    Harrtsonburg 
who    has    experience    hiring    kids 
straight out  ot  collage  said   finding 
to get |obs." 
He added, "People 
Won't hire kids as a ta- 
vor, but parents try to 
get their child an op- 
portunity to interv lew 
with someone " 
Harrisonburg Po- 
int' I 'epartment's Hu- 
man      Relations     Spe- 
SSC PARENTS Bflgi  I 
! iliior Jeoeua Kildall 
' dhor Micia Seeder 
'l"1! 1) 1 he meeze 
Mitthru Sins, 
(j,h- ivhitr 
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POLICE LOG 
BY JENESSA KILDALL /senior writer 
Harassment 
A JMU student reported harassment bv an acquain- 
tance, and a trcipm notice was issued Oct. 26 between 
2 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. 
Vandalism 
A JMU student reported that two tire extinguishers 
were discharged in a hallway in Hillside Hall Nov. 12 
between 12 a.m. and 3:50 a.m. 
Underage possession of alcohol, danger- 
ous practices 
A JMU student was charged with underage possession 
ol alcohol and dangerous practices off campus Not   13 
at HIS a.m. 
Dangerous practices 
AJMU student was charged with dangerous practices ,ii 
Newman Lake Nov. 15 at 4:21 a.m. 
Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 28:41 
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I'ee/e.   the student-run 
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eadership by reporting 
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reporting and tirmly believes 
its First Amendment rights. 
DUKE DAYS 
Events Calendar 
String Chamber Ensemble Concert 
The JML String Chamber Ensemble II will hold I Iree 
concert tonight at 6 p.m. in Anthony-Seeger Hall Audi- 
torium. For updates and confirmations, call the Concert 
Hotline at 568-3481. For more information, contact Shan- 
non Kennan at kamtn$t0jmu edu or 568-3325. 
School of Music Student Ensemble Concert 
The JMU Trombone Choir will hold a free concert tonight 
in Wilson Hall Auditorium from 8 to 10 p.m. For updates 
and confirmations, call the Concert Hotline at 568-3481. 
For more information, contact Bill Posey at /wsryu'gC'/mu. 
edu or 568-6987. 
'Indoctrinate I' Film and Discussion 
Director Evan Maloney is bringing his film "Indoctrinate 
U" to campus tonight from 5:30 to 11 p.m. in Gfflfton- 
Stovall Theatre. The film explores the phenomena of po- 
litical correctness, speech codes and academic bias that 
■IC so pervasive on the American campus I he director 
will speak on Ins mm at the event. This,-vent is tree and 
open to the public. For more information, contact l.irn-tt 
Ray at rayjr<ujmu i'du. 
Open Mic Night 
Ik) lor Down Under will hold an Acoustic Open Mic Night 
Tuesday from 7 to 10:30 p.m. at the TOU stage. Those ml,r 
eeted can sign up at the TDU info desk tor a 20-minute time 
slot to perform. Acoustic acts welcome, as well as comedi- 
ans, poets, dancers and baton twirlers. For more informa- 
tion, contact Shari Scofield at scofiesdiuimu.edu or at 568-206. 
500,000 New Books @ 60%-90% Off Retail 
(•rrrn  Vallvy 
BOOKFAIR 
Open Friday, November 24th 
thru Sunday, December 10th 
from 9AM to 7PM daily 
(including the day after Thanksgiving) 
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4
 Vagina Monologues' Auditions 
Auditions fur the 21107 production of "The Vagina Mono- 
logues" in February will be held Nov. 27 at 8:30 p.m. in 
Zane Showker Hall, room C6, and Nov. 28 at 8 p.m. in 
ISAT, room 136. Callbacks will be Nov. 30 beginning at 7 
p.m. in Zane Showker Hall, room C,5. Students, tacult) 
and stall are welcome to participate. Ihe V-Dav college 
campaigns lake place throughout the world, and are be- 
ing supported by " 1 he Vagina Monologues" in more 
than 411 countries and more than 160 cities within the 
United Stales anil t .m.id.i. 1 he 2007 \ -Day spotlight ad- 
dresses Women in Conflict /ones because nrar exponen- 
tially increases violence against women and girls. For 
any questions regarding the auditions or the produc- 
tion, contact.Ann at ^S-1725. 
Can It Benefit Concert 
Eta Sigma Gamma will be sponsoring the Can It ben- 
efit concert Tuesday, New. 28 at 7 p.m. in (.ratton-Stovall 
rheatre, the event will feature performances hv Exit 
2-1^. New and Improve! I lie milestones, Into Hymn, 
Ihe HreakdanceClub, Clear Cadence, I OM Kej and Ihe 
Madison Project Admission is f] or two canned goods 
to help Stack Up Against Hunger, a weak designed to 
help collect canned goods for the Blue Ridge Area Food 
Bank. Doors will open at 6:30 p.m., and there will be 
chances to win prizes, tor mere Information, contact 
Ashlej Roberts at robertsae tfmu tdit 
A Cappella Concert 
Notc-onety's end-ot-the-seinester concert, "\otc-oric'tv's 
IWSS fhe Night Before Christmas" will be held Irid.iv, Dec. 
1 at 8 p.m. in the Festival Center C ;rand Ballreom. Tickets an' 
$3 with JAC Card and S5 for general admission, lor more 
information, contact Johanna Lewis at lt-t'i>im«'i"u< edu. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
■ How to place a classified: 
Go to www.fhebree2e.org and 
click on the classified link or 
come into the office weekdays 
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
■ Cost: $5.00 for the first 10 
words. $3 for each additional 
10 words; boxed classified 
$10 per column inch. 
■ Deadlines: noon Friday for 
Monday issue, noon Tuesday 
for Thursday issue 
■ Classifieds must be paid in 
advance in The Breeze otlice 
CORRECTION 
In the Nov. 9 article "Undecided." 
Joe Fitzgerald s quote that "over 
half of the registered voters had 
already cast their ballots in the 
elementary school gym" was an 
overestimation 
Holiday Enchantmenl 
l >resa for it nlflthl to remember with richly 
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Around Campus 
Katrlna relief trip held 
this Thanksgiving Break 
Three students from two 
area high schools will accom- 
pany SS [MU students, faculty 
and staff on a hurricane-relief 
trip to New Orleans during 
the Thanksgiving Break. 
The trip will be the third 
for some gn>up members who 
also spent Thanksgiving Break 
2005 in Biloxi, Miss., and a 
week last May in Waveland, 
Miss., helping Gulf Coast resi- 
dents to recover from Hurri- 
cane Katnna. 
Grayson named 2006 
Va. Professor of the Year 
JMU psychology profes- 
sor [oann  H.  Cravson  is   the 
2006 Virginia Professor of the 
Year, awarded for "extraor- 
dinary dedication to under- 
graduate leaching" by two 
national organizations, the 
Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching and 
the Council for Advancement 
and Support of Fducatoon. 
Grayson, a 30-year veteran 
of JMU's faculty and a cham- 
pion for child abuse preven- 
bon and treatment received the 
award Thursday. 
In the Valley 
New tax reassessment 
results apparent next week 
HARRISON BURG—Next 
week, the owners of more than 
11.700 taxable properties in the 
city will find out how the recent 
reassessment, increasing values 
an average of 40 percent has af- 
fected them, the Daily News-Re- 
cord reported Saturday. 
During the process for the 
2007-'08 fiscal budget council 
members will consider whether 
to collect all the revenue from 
the reassessment or reduce the 
tax rate to provide relief to tax- 
payers. 
World & Nation 
Iraqi forces detain 200 
suspected insurgents 
BASRA — I he Associated 
Press reported Sundav thai 
Iraqi forces searching for four 
American secunty contractors 
and an Austrian who were 
kidnapped in southern Iraq 
detained about 200 suspected 
insurgents. 
Folk* said the men were 
detained Saturday night bv 
Iraqi soldiers who raided sever- 
al areas north of Basra, the city 
Ml) mill's southeast of Baghdad 
where most of the 7.200 British 
soldiers in Iraq are based 
None of the hostages wen- 
found. 
Blair said military force 
cannot defeat terrorism 
ISLAMABAD — Bnbsh 
Prime Minister lonv Blair said 
military force alone cannot de- 
teat terrorism, acknowledging 
Sunday thai solving the Mid- 
east tnsis v\as key to curbing 
violent extremism, the Associ- 
ated Press reported Sunday. 
Sunday's meeting led to 
the signing of secunlv, aid and 
education packages aimed at 
promoting a moderate brand ot 
Islam and preventing Pakistan 
from becoming I haven tor ex 
tremists bent on attacking West- 
em interests. 
Off-duty Secret Service 
agent shot Saturday 
ANNAPOLIS — Accord- 
ing to an Associated Press ar- 
ticle, an off-duty Secret Service 
agent was shot after interven- 
ing in a fight in a shopping mall 
food court Saturday evening, 
and he returned fire, wound- 
ing the shooter, police said 
A third person was also 
shot, and all were hospilali/e.l 
in stable condition late Satur- 
day, said Officer Sail Shnver. 
an Anne Anindel County po 
lice spokeswoman. 
Giving thanks all around 
Int'l. students 
celebrate Turkey 
Day locally 
■v DOMINIC DESMOND 
news editor 
Thanksgiving Break is just 
another Fall Break for inter- 
national sophomores Ibrahim 
I a Via v and Ipeleng Bosilong. 
Natives of Nigeria and South 
Africa, respectively, they agreed 
it wouldn't make sense to go 
home for just a few days. 
Instead, they will be celebrat- 
ing Thanksgiving with a fnend in 
Harrisonburg. 
"I plan to stay here and do 
some work, and play soccer,'* 
l aMa\ said. 
I JM.IV first heard about the 
American Thanksgiving when he 
was 12 years old from episodes 
of the TV shows "Keenan and 
Kel," "Sister Sister" and in his 
Amencan history class. LaMay 
was in Ethiopia last year and 
didn't celebrate Thanksgiving, 
and this year he didn't know 
what day Thanksgiving would 
fall. 
"I even asked some people 
when it was," he said. They said 
— 'You don't even know when it 
is?"* 
When Bosilong moved to 
Europe in 1997 from South Africa, 
he went to an American school. 
That's when he first heard about 
the holiday in his history class. 
"1 didn't think much of it," 
Bosilong said. "1 went to a friend's 
house a few days afterward and 
there was a lot of food left over" 
That was the first time 
Bosilong ever had pumpkin 
pie, and he hasn't celebrated 
EVAN DYSON.pn.jftj edil,* 
Sophomorss Ibrahim LaMay and Ipeleng Bosilong will be celebrating Thanksgiving wKh a friend In Harrisonburg. 
Both student* teamed about Thanksgiving through their American history classes. 
Thanksgiving since. 
Both Bosilong and LaMay said 
Thanksgiving, and every other holi- 
day, has become too commercialized. 
Bosilong said some people lose the 
meaning of a holiday wnen one 
holiday has ended and another is just 
around the comer, especially since the 
Christmas season officially starts the 
day after Thanksgiving. 
"You can't have normalcy," 
Bosilong said. "There's got to be some- 
thing else." 
LaMay said Thanksgiving today 
is out of touch with how it was origi- 
nally celebrated between the pilgnms 
and Native Americans. 
"It seems there is no solidarity 
with the Nabve Americans," he said. 
"It seems like the Native Amencans 
were kicked off the table." He also 
mentioned that the fact the Native 
Americans helped the pilgrims when 
they came to the United States has 
been pushed to the back 
Bosilong and I .IM.IN are two of 
JMU's 553 international students and 
for that they are thankful 
"Just being here is something to be 
thankful for," Bosilong pajd    btOMUt 
there aren't many international stu- 
dents." 
LaMay said he is thankful for 
everything he's learned this year. 
"I've become a more finished 
person," he said. 
Ambassador ends 
lecture series 
T.P. Sreenivasan 
discusses recent 
India-U.S. relations 
■v SHAYNA STKANC 
contributing writer 
The Nelson Institute lor International 
and Public Affairs ended its Guardian 
Lecture Series with Ambassador II' 
Sreenivasan's presentation of "India 
and the U.S.: The New Strategic 
Relationship." 
In 2004, Sreenivasan retired fn>m 
the Indian Foreign Service after more 
than four decades ol diplomatic influ- 
ence across the globe. Previously, the 
ambassador was governor of India. v in 
chair of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency and lUlMMllalh e «>l India to the 
United Nations 
and United States 
"A strate- 
gic partnership 
between India and 
the U.S diH-sn t 
exist as of yet" 
Sreenivasan Bald 
Wednesday night 
As the ambas- 
sador spoke, a 
decision was 
being made about 
the Senate seeing 
a bill that would 
begin a partner- 
ship  between  the  two countries    I .u li 
Senate bill aponeor can inboduoti bill to 
the Moor for its consideration. And in a 
turn of events, both the U.S. and Indian 
( ounsels are rnllaborating to pnimotc 
the bill. 
"We are actuallv witnessing In .ton 
being made," Sreenivasan said 
In the past, most efforts to form 
a partnership between the states have 
been unsuccessful. But recently, it was 
decided that U.S. interests require a 
stntng relationship with India since the 
two countries have the largest democra- 
cies in the world. 
"Historically, India and the U.S. 
should have been strategic partners Mi 
\ears sap,   Veemvasan said 
In 1947, India structured its consti 
tution alter the IS Constitution when 
India gained its independence from 
Great Bntain in 1W. This made India 
tin- only democracy in Southeast Asia 
at the time 
Sreenivasan said this should have 
united   the   two  Countries,   but   many 
u  
Historically, India and 
the U.S. should have 
been strategic partners 
60 years ago. 
— T.P. SREENIVASAN 
Indian ambasoadnr 
99 
choices Involving India's nuclear power 
drove them apart 
After India refused to sign the 1994 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, which 
would have imposed sanctions on 
India's nuclear program, later, when 
the Comprehensive left Man Ireatv WM 
opened lor signature in 19%, India com- 
posed its own document explaining the 
country*! policy on nuclear testing. In 
1998, India and'the United States began 
talking in an attempt to establish friend- 
ly relations between the two nations. 
During  the   year   these discussions 
lasted,  the  United  States  developed 
hvc    Benchmarks"    in    response   to 
India s poHcy. 
"No agreement was made between 
the countries, but an understanding was 
reached,    ^nvnivasan said 
Then, in 20(1), Preakfent Clinton took 
the first trip to India since President 
Carter's trip in 1978 
"Clinton's visit 
opened a new rela- 
tionship between 
the countne*>, not 
a strategic partner- 
ship." Sreenivasan 
said. 
When the rela- 
tionship reached a 
pl.iteau. President 
Bush tned to tan 
it further and 
began negotiations 
to form a strategu 
partnership. When 
the pnme minister 
of India came to Washington, PC, in 
|uly 200S I new era began. Negotiations 
wen- made and India was considered a 
leaponalbli state with nudaar technology 
like the I nited States. Rut steps to form 
a partnership stopped abruptly when 
the alliance depended on the amend 
ing of the Law of Nuclear Acts Strong 
opposition was seen (rom both sides   |o 
India it was not worth <t and agreement 
was perceived .is surrendcnng to a U.S. 
dictatorship 
If the amendment passes, both coun- 
tries will benetit and each nation could 
SIT a boost in their economy. In the 
United States, as man\ as I4.1KHI jobs 
could come from tins partnership, while 
energy production would increase in 
India 
"We are in a crucial moment,'' 
Sreenivasan said It is important that 
the nuclear amendment come through." 
"We were WIJ lucky that 
Ambassador Sreenivasan agreed to 
COnW to (Ml to speak." current Nelson 
Institute Director |   Peter Pham said. 
Idwments of Virginia 
iversities 
Mason- 840. 
,632,053 
W8M 
000 
Class challenge 
in full swing 
»Y LAUREN SEARSON 
staff writer 
Members of the class of 2007 
are helping expand the student- 
giving program formerly known 
as the Senior Class Challenge 
Renamed the Madieon Class 
Challenge, the campaign operates 
under the annual Madison Fund 
within the JML Development 
Office. MCC includes a steer 
ing committee made up of nine 
seniors and one junior volunteer. 
"We are working to expand 
this student-giving program into 
a four-year program, so we want- 
ed to find a \ ear-neutral name," 
Kelly Snow, assistant director ol 
the Madison Fund, said. 
Student  Director for the  2007 
Mc C, semor Gwendolyn Brantley 
said the mission of MCC is to 
educate students about the impor- 
tant of private dollars tor (Ml 
while encouraging their partu |pa 
tion by making a small monetary 
donation 
Students can designate their 
donation tO the area of campus 
that most interests them. 
tttordini to Snow, endow- 
ment guarantees that (ML will be 
able to give out a certain number 
of scholarships or hire a specitn 
number of quality professors 
"The higher our endowment, 
the stronger our st hool will become 
because wa know we can count on 
our private dollars.   Snow said. 
Brantley said the goal for 2007 
is to have 500 seniors contrib- 
ute to the campaign In its tirst 
iear asking tor gifts in the fall, 
MCC has secured 10 percent ol 
this participation goal and hopes 
to   reach   SO percent by   the end   ol 
the semester 
In a |ulv   press release from the 
Office   Ol   Media   Relation 
million  was   raised   in  2003 '04,  -" 
record that was surpassed in 2005* 
0<>, which    totaled    $13.3 million. 
In 20O4-'O5, I\u   received almost 
S7 million. 
According  to  the   QttOtlidt  ot 
Highei Education, this ytn, "ut ol 
74h colleges and universities. [Ml 
ranks Sho in alumni giving. I he 
IMl tidewater Alumni Chapter 
said JMU'fl endowment ranks 24th 
out ol 30 colleges ,nu1 imiv ersities 
in the state 
On March 15, |M1 lucked off 
its tirst comprehensive capital 
campaign, which ties into the uni- 
versity's  centennial   celebration. 
I he goal   ol   the   Madison   I   cnlurv 
capital campaign is $50 million tor 
endowment bj 
Snow said there is a precon- 
ceived notion that when people 
give,   it   has   to   be ■   large amount 
If the entire senior class  gave 
*>r*   each,   <hat   would   amount   to 
$17,500 
'We    I ompletelv     understand 
that students have other financial 
obligations,    Urautlev said 
Donations can be nude with 
cash, * redit card, 11 i \ or i h« ks 
"I  think   it's   real I)   kej   to 
understand     the    inipoitan.e    ol 
giving back to your alma mater. 
senior Mcc  captain Ann Naaon, 
who helps raise money tor the 
campaign, said 
Snow MU\ the MCC lomnut 
tee are in the proCCM ol start 
ing a four-vear student and 
young alumni giving program. 
According to snow, more than 
halt ot the alumni base are those 
who graduated alter 1990 
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ECONOMY: Students with off-campus jobs add up to 
10 percent of Harrisonburg's employment 
1
    "\oMY, from front 
man oftcunpm lobs, .Hiding up to almost 10 per- 
cent "t local employment, according to Hantton- 
■ iioniii Development Director Brian Shull. 
51 hat's a significant impact." he said. 
Although local businesses manage to pull in 
i uttomtn war mund, many find a boost in sales 
dunng the school year. 
Buffalo Wild Wings, which receives about 75 
percent o! its business from students and tacultv, 
ling to bar manager Zak Koops. 
"|MU is a huge marketing ploy that we 
have," koops stnd 
Buffalo Wild Wings also pulls in customers 
by donating to clubs, sororities and traterm- 
ties, sponsoring events such as Relav for Life. 
decorating in purple and gold and playing (ML 
sporting events on televisions throughout the 
restaurant. 
Without JMU close by, "business would not 
be as good." Koops said. "That's evident during 
the summer." 
Kline's Dairy Bar also notices a difference in 
sales when students are in town. 
[Ml   pUyfl a major role in the business we 
i;et.   uld Katie l-merson, a manager at the South 
Main Street store "Most ot the students leave 
in the summer and when they return in the fall. 
Kline's notices a big difference in sales." 
Other businesses don't share the JMU- 
spurred sales spike. 
While Barnes and Noble is located near cam- 
pus, the majority of its customers are not college 
students, said Department Manager Jennifer 
Hannah. 
"We have regulars here all year, so we don't 
see a huge drop when school's not in session.' 
she said. 
Whether or not companies are seeing a major 
boost m sales during the school year, many are 
finding employees in (ML' students. 
Approximately 50 percent of Buffalo Wild 
Wings' staff attend JMU, Koops said, adding that 
about half of these students stay on for the sum- 
mer. The number is even higher at Cinnamon 
Bear, where 80 percent of workers are from JMU, 
according to owner Susan Fanella. 
Emerson said a lot of Kline's employees are 
JMU students as well. 
"Most of our girls are JMU students or high- 
school students who graduated, went to JMU 
and continued to work at Kline's," she said. 
Study finds money may 
lead to anti-social 
behavior, unhappiness 
»v KAREN KAHAN 
'"- Angeltt nates 
A team ot psychologist! has discovered 
why money can't buy happiness 
Pictures of dollar bills, tantasies ot 
H ealth and even wads of Monopoly mone\ 
arouse feelings of self-sufficiency that re- 
sult m selfish and often anti-social behav- 
ior, according to a study published Prlda) 
in the journal Science. 
All it took to discourage college stu- 
dents from contributing to a University 
Student  Fund were  IS short  phrases such 
u .i high-paying salary." Those primed in 
money-related phrases donated an average 
of 77 cents, compared to $1.34 for students 
exposed to neutral phrases like "it is cold 
outside." 
I he mere presence of money changes 
people.' Mid Kathleen Vohs. .i prOfCSSOf Of 
marketing at the Universtt) W Minnesota 
and lead author of the study. 
Money makes it possible for people to 
achieve their goals without having to ask 
friends or acquaintances for help. There- 
fore, Vohs and her colleagues theorized 
that even subtle reminders of money would 
inspire people to be self-reliant — and to 
expex t such behavior from Others 
A series of nine experiments confirmed 
their hypothesis I or example, students i\ ho 
played Monopoly and then were asked to 
envision a future with great wealth picked 
up fewer dropped pencils for a fellow stu- 
dent than those who were asked to contem- 
plate a hand-to-mouth existence 
Money also influenced how people said 
they preferred to spend their leisure time. A 
poster of bills and coins prompted students 
to tavor a solitary social activity, such as pn- 
vate cooking lessons, while students sitting 
at ross from posters ot M\iseapesand gardens 
wen more likely to opt for a group dinner. 
Monej crumges people's motivations/' 
said co-author Nicole Mead, a psychology 
graduate student at Florida State Universi- 
ty Ihev are less focused on other people. 
In this sense, money can be a barrier to so- 
cial intimacy" 
PARENTS: Counselors think 
job search should be an individual task 
PARENTS, from front 
-ist Karen Musselman said since the job market 
is not as competitive in Harnsonburg, parents 
do not play as large of a role as thev might else- 
where. 
"Every now and then you see a parent come in 
with a student,    she Mid    "YOU see p.irents tui.e 
a year at the absolute most. It is yen rare." 
Regardless of how often parents step in, job 
counselors and Mime students think the |ob search 
should be an individual task 
"I know that I won't need my parents help in 
finding a job after I graduate. I feel confident that 
I can use my own means to find a suitable career," 
freshman Amelia Seagle said. "Even if I did want 
my parents' help, 1 think they would rather I be 
independent and find a job on my own." 
Freshman Kaity Hauler, however, said as long 
as parents are not present in the interview pro- 
cess, parents can play a role. 
"Students are just taking advantage of their 
resources if they use connections," she said. 
We at The Breeze 
would like to wish you a happy and 
safe holiday. 
LSU 
recognizes 
Great 
American 
Smokeout 
SY AN(.1 I I I  BARIA70N 
The Daily Reveille 
BATON ROUGE, La. The 
Smoking Words Campaign 
challenged students, faculty 
and staff to quit smoking for a 
day in observance of the 30th 
annual Great American Smoke- 
out sponsored by the American 
Cancer Society. 
SmokingWords, a partner 
of the 1 oijiM.m.i Campaign for 
Tobacco-Free Living, is a cam- 
paign that promotes education 
about the health risks involv- 
ing smoking and tobacco use at 
Louisiana State University and 
Southern University. 
'Twenty-five percentof LSU 
students smoke, which means 
75 percent don't smoke, and we 
want to focus on protecting the 
rights of that 75 percent" said 
)udith Sylvester, mass commu- 
nication professor and Smok- 
ingWords coordinator. 
SmokingWords representa- 
tives handed out information 
about smoking and tobacco use 
in Free Speech Plaza They also 
asked students to sign a peti- 
tion that would ban smoking 
on campus if approved by the 
University. 
"We want to get students 
more involved in campus pol- 
icies and encourage other stu- 
dents not to smoke," Sylvester 
said. 
Sylvester said Smoking- 
Words plans to launch a new 
interactive Web site that pro- 
vides college students with 
information about the health 
effects of smoking and tobacco 
use. 
Scott Scribner, geogra- 
phy senior, said he is trying 
to quit after seven years of 
smoking cigarettes He said 
his inspiration for quitting is 
his neighbor who he thought 
would not be able to quit 
smoking. 
"If she can quit, I can, 
too," he said. 
Scribner, who formerly 
smoked more than one pack of 
Camel Lights each day, said he 
smokes one or two cigarettes 
each day. He said he supports 
the Smokeout 
Tobacco companies have 
been screwing us over for so 
k>ng with this affliction," he said. 
"Having one day for awareness 
is great I'm glad someone is try- 
ing to help me quit. 
Bdtax Brian Ooodman 
bnezeoplnlont fmallxom 
i540)S6i 1846 
I louse Editorial 
Op lnion 
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Give Pelosi a fighting chance 
Republicans should handle the lady like a lady, or at least with the kid gloves they use with their own party 
Nancy Pelosi has had .1 tough first week 
Party operatives sa) the Democratic speaker- 
in-wainng Buffered .m embarrassing blow per- 
taining to her colleague John Murtha, who lost 
In 1 party ballot i«>r majority leader, despite 
Pelosl's support and lobbying for him. Murtha, 
a \ ietnam veteran, is calling (or an immediate 
pullout of troops in Iraq. 
Republicans say this embarrassment fore- 
shadows me tough time she'll have uniting the 
scattered Democrats majority and are tailing her 
a "key target" in their comeback campaign. In 
tact, they've ahead) started stmuwiztng to attack 
Pelosi Republli in strategists dei loed not only 
to weaken her in the face of the nation, but also 
align her with Sen. \\\\Ux\ tlmton. the favorite 
lor the 2U)K Democrat presidential nomination 
What the) haven't considered, however, is thai 
neither of these women is actually running for 
president   Sure, in lanuarv. Pelosi will become 
DM most powerful woman in American politi- 
cal history and second In line bO the presidency 
alter \ ice President Dick Cheney; Clinton has 
yet todedare herself a candidate despite huge 
campaign donations that indicate otherwise   Bui 
neither ol these women is actually asking to be 
president ol the I nited Stales 
Tom DeLay, the Republican powerbroker who 
got caught in a lobbyist corruption scandal, said, 
"two years ot Pelosi gives a good idea of what four 
war*, of Hillan will be like." Then again, he's kind 
of whiny. Who can tnist the opinions of a man who 
red ist nets lexas in order to get Republicans more 
votes and has the jollies! mug shot in lexas histon ? 
A companson between Clinton and Pelosi ■ an 
certainly be made, on an anatomical level at least, 
il that's how you determine your vote. However, 
anyone would buckle under the pressure Republi- 
cans — and Democrats, for that matter — are put- 
ting on Pelosi. One wrong move and the American 
public may see that as her general incapability and, 
therefore, the incapability of Clinton. But, if anyone 
is able ti > escape compansons to other political 
leaders. it's Clinton. In fact Pelosi has had her fair 
share of persecution, too. Her 19 years as a San 
I randaoo congresswoman left her with a lot of Re- 
publican strategist attacks, and only a few bruises 
Perhaps if Republicans would channel their 
bellyaching on, say, real issues, instead of these 
pttty childhood games, they wouldn't be the mi- 
norm parti In this mess m the first place. 
Plus, it's only been one week, boys. Repub- 
lic,ins have given President Bush more than five 
years; give Pelosi a fighting chance. 
Between the Lines 
Time to talk to 
the 'Axis of Evil' 
In international politics, as in relationships, 
communication is key 
B* PAIRKK CALLAHAN 
mitei 
British Prime Minister Ton)  BUir 
mentioned last week the possibil- 
ity ol bringing Iran and Syria into 
dire, t talks concerning the future 
ot Iraq, ideas thai W ere met with 
frustration bj some officials In the 
l nited States, However, the recent 
election results ma) prove to be 1 
crack in the leveeoi repressed OpUl 
ions bj an administration thai has 
vehement!) enforced   staving the 
course." According to The Washing" 
ton Pott, w hile testJr) ins before the 
Senate Armed Sen Ices 1 ommittee 
last week. ( I \ diret tor (.en. Mi- 
chael V, Hayden was quoted .is lay- 
ing ot Iran and Syria, ' deafly, both 
goi emmentS iould do more. If our 
dialogue with them could convince 
them to do more, that their interests 
are not served In a fracturing of 
Iraq, then I would 
M) thai might be 
useful ' Former 
ol State 
lames Baker and 
the Iraq Study 
Croup are hkelv 
to express similar 
opinions w hen 
the findings ol 
ili ir report ionic 
out next month. 
\ow that 
one party Isn't 
controlling all of 
Congress, we'll probably be hear- 
ing more genuine opinions from 
leaden who might heretofore have 
been operating under strict polU j 
guidelines in order tO ensure their 
ow n political careers But ^u> the 
statements ol Blair go too far in 
assigning bargaining powers to 
Iran and S\ na while undermining 
the goals Ol coalition members • | 
would venture as tar as to M) thai 
talking with ever) nation involved 
w 11 li Iran, militarily, economi 
call) or geographicall) is the most 
practical path to take on the road 
to peace 1 nfortunately, politics is 
.1 game Ol power and b) inihallv 
refusing to a. know ledge the pos- 
sibility ol Iran A\\C\ S) na being 
involved in talks, the United States 
lias put itself between a rock and s 
hard place 
In the buildup to the 2003 
im BSion, America, in | position of 
power relegated to it b)   the events 
of Sept II, refused to negotiate 
With Iran or S\ na. tWO ol the most 
influential players in the region 
I S foreign policy-makers nave 
never before been faced with a 
im .re . omplex predicament; the 
decision to turn a cold shoulder 
to these nations before, during 
and after the 'mission was accom- 
plished" represents a serious flaw 
in diplomatic relations 
During the Cold War, President 
John K Kennedy asked his brother 
Bobb) tO open up back channels 
between the White House and the 
Kremlin. This wisdom allowed 
many complicated situations to be 
assessed without speaking publicly 
through the international commu- 
nity every time a statement needed 
to be made. The system of Interns* 
tional relations in which we live to- 
day is much more complex, but the 
incalculable value of communication 
has not diminished. By refusing to 
speak to Iraq and Syria in the begin- 
ning and through- 
out the war, the 
I nited stales has 
tied its hands 
diplomatically. 
Iran and Syria 
are current I \ m- 
Ct enemies m 
our war on terror 
///('     Ullltl'Ci     btatL'S    Iran's proem. 
By refusing to speak 
to Iraq ana Syria in 
the beginning and 
throughout the war,  >'"« 
has  tied its   hands 
diplomatically. 
in de\ eloping a 
inn lear arsenal 
should be reason 
enough to explore 
all means possible 
ot easing the situation. Its professed 
desire to wipe Israel ofl the map 
should lead the L nited Slates to use 
(Mil) the most extreme rhetoric in 
prole, ting its ally.   I he power ot such 
rhetoru is greatly amplified by its di- 
re, t use   but SUCII use is now impos 
sible without lowering the American 
position on the international scale 
Bv asking for direct talks now, the 
I nited Males would appear to be 
caving in to self-proclaimed mem- 
bers of me "Axis ,,1 i vil ' 
In this bloodv war ofl ttrnx 
America must speak wltn the strength 
and authorm of a superpower, but it 
must use the pragmatism ne.cssar\ to 
ensure the safet) of our soldiers and 
oi the innocent people in the region 
Wat. li lor the I niteid Males to bring 
the real a.tors.it the region to the 
discussion fable through an indirect 
intermediary since this is the onl) 
w ay to accomplish the national goals 
while saving face politically 
I'ntink < iiihihnn i> e junior politi- 
cal $1 ienee mafoi 
Breeze Perspectives 
Wasting away our elections 
Parties aside, change in Washington will be slow to come 
BY KEVIN IRI> 
contributing writer 
The federal government of the 
United States of America, bastion ot 
freedom and democratic thought, 
lias just undergone a mighty shift 
toward the left. This election cycle's 
many midterms have long since 
passed us bv in the usual manner ot 
mud-slinging madness. I he people 
have spoken, and the Senate and 
House of Representatives now be- 
long to the Democrats  Voters from 
both sides o( the leiue turn their 
faces toward Capitol Hill, 
expecting the winds ol 
change to emanate from 
the hallowed halls of rep- 
resentative government. 
I would not recommend 
waiting up for it 
Something amiss m 
our national government 
has torn at the back of my 
mind for quite some time now. and 
I think I have finally put my finger 
on it We no longer have any true 
connettion with our government. We 
hear (he issues and the rhetoric, and 
vote according to our own beliefs 
in the hopes that our chosen repre 
sentative will take our hopes .md 
concerns and do something. I low 
ever, I find that the people we look 
to do not realh listen to us anymore 
when I look at modem politicians, 1 
see masks in various shades of red. 
blue and occasionalK green. I hese 
lifelong politicians hide behind 
their respective parties' platforms 
to preserve their OM n power. I hus. 
there K.\U be floindi\ idu.llism, no 
inspiration and no mno\ ation within 
our government   I he electoral bodies 
of fhe greatest nation in the world are 
rotting Irom the inside out 
Simply changing the party in 
power will not bring about the 
kind of change, the breath of fresh 
air, for which all of America longs 
Our pohtuai system is just that a 
system. Foi the machine to per- 
form at all, gears have to mesh and 
wheels have tO turn a certain way 
their actions   I he people no longer 
VOte/" the)   make an    educated 
guess     American politics lack the 
spark ol life if had 30to40years 
ago. because somew here along the 
lifWj i rotor gets a mass-pnnted list 
Ol issues to care about and bases the 
decision on "yes" or "no* responses 
for the rest of their life when abso 
lutel) nothing is that simple. 
I Hiring recent conversation with 
R|) Iriend. we stumbled upon the 
topic of mud-slinging in the elec- 
tion and he spoke the very words 
that i fear will eventual)) bring our 
forefathers' grand experi- 
ment: " I here WSS a time /-»■ |t . ,i ,   was  Simply changing the party in pow- »!.<•„ i cued .bout poit ■vilI not bring about the ktm' 
mge, the breath of fresh air, 
which all of America longs. 
.    s headed " Consider- 
chan fr for W^K**«*?turn*)0* 
9 ■    i it      /■   . , during the last few m*|or 
elections, I think that 
most Of America is on 
the same track, because 
1 he main concern of out leaders is 
the preservation ol thai system, and 
apathy is their all)   I or far too long, 
the powers that be have taught the 
voting public thai the best i hoi. e 
lies w ilh the lesser of two ev ils 
Even worse, they teach us that we 
are VOtJflg lor a parti, li la r view ot 
a particular set ol issues instead 
voting tor a person to represent 
us Nothing can be thai black and 
white, but because voters believe 
this tripe the) become complacent, 
throwing in their lot without rec- 
ognizing the real consequences ol 
American voters never see any kind 
ol revolutionary opportunity rat 
improvement anymore 
However, il there was ever a time 
to care about politics, it is now lor 
the iirst tune since IVicfc) I 'uk. it s 
time to hold our politicians account- 
able tor their actions and the winter** 
ot their character both before and 
after the election   If is time to make 
them listen to voice of America as a 
whole, pushing toward moderation 
and compromise Only then will the1 
H Lnds ol change blow in our favor 
Krrm /my a a sophomore SMAD mafen 
Submit Ds/fl t< Rent online at thetntere.org, ore- 
III.II/ siilnms,tims to brer/edp**h<»tmjil.uun. 
/ tsrft .'• / tab an tubmHttd arwnumouafy aiutarprmtnt <w a 
space-inMibHe hSJfl Subnum SB (in- ttt*it ISBBHCSK ptrtm - 
i^immofii gft*M -itikitum /rr^iiirrrvji/.mii/iiwiifJif-iiNvr- 
iu reflect Hie truth 
c 
A "thanks-for-holding-ba.k-the-laughs ' pal to 
the girl handing out suckers on the commons w ho 
n Itnesaed my not-so-amazing stair-descending 
skills .is I wiped out 
Fromadumsygiri who is glad that ym were thei 
offer a lollipt>p to make mu boo*boo M SUtts 
\   thanks-toi-s.n ing-nu -notes   pat to the girl 
who t.Hik the time to let me know mv backpa. k was 
Open and tilling with ram as I walked to . lass 
From a urphomon giri whoappncuUtd the warning 
about to he carry in g t ctnml PA I  >i*tead of a 
A "don't-vou-mean-kill-an-evtra-pig-nieal'' 
dart to Mrs Green's tor advertising    Save a lurkev 
1 hanksgh ing Meal' and offering glazed ham Instead! 
From a ditappointtd vegetarian who reaUua ham 
prohibit/1 hedfvr this tfOMT, but MtfOtS thot n lite i- a lite, no 
matter how you look at it 
A "wav-ti>-kii k-a-poor-kid-w hen-he s-dow n" dart 
to the Pesttval \I M that charged mv accoum without 
giving me mv $20 bill 
Pmms broko-as^hfoat junior WHO doeui 1 appreciate 
banking technology that mm app<ueiitly assembled in s 
Honduras preschool fbi the erAlm<arrtpus b>mk 
An "A-tor-ettorl pat tO /'(<' BrTCU sports editors 
who. combined, are only getting 62 5 per. ent ol their 
Picks Ol the Week right 
From an SMICSAI Nudfl who thinks that you in accor- 
dant e with uoui job, should at terni be beating the guest 
An "are-you-seriousl) -domg-thatv pat to the 
maintenance worker who was smoking a cigarette on 
all tours as she gardened 
FromagM who thought then wm -omethnK 
ingluand huariouslu wrong with that picture 
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Congratulations 
Dr. Joann Grayson 
The Carnegie Foundation's 
2006 Virginia Professor of the Year 
Dr. Grayson (far right) with one of her many lucky students. 
Dr. Grayson, a 30-year veteran of JMU s psychology faculty 
and a champion for child abuse prevention and treatment, received the award Nov. 
16 during a luncheon at the historic Willard Hotel in Washington. 
The annual awards program is sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation and the 
Council for Advancement and Support of Education. 
The James Madison University community is fortunate to have professors such 
as Dr. Grayson on the faculty. Her award celebrates the great intellectual accom- 
plishments of all Madison faculty members. 
JOSIAMES 
*?MADISON 
UNIVERSITY. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Cluster Three builds well-rounded students 
In her Nov. 9 opinion, Sarah Delia bemoaned the (act that Clus- 
ter Three of General Education requires 10 credit hours, one more 
than in any other cluster, and noted that the subjects of Cluster 
Three, math and science, are not remotely connected to her two 
majors, English and art history. 
Ouster Three is required of students because the ability to think 
mathematically and scientifically is a critical part of being an edu- 
cated, participating citizen in our society. Mathematical representa- 
tion of phenomenon help us understand, analyze and predict the 
patterns that affect our lives, and scientific information is essential 
to make informed decisions about which products to buy, which 
public policies to support, and which medical treatment to undergo 
Very real connections exist between math and science and 
both of Ms. Delia's majors. For example, a mathematical concept, 
fractals, has been use to analyze the patterns of drips and pours of 
lackson Pollock's paintings. New imaging techniques, developed 
through science, allow art historians to "see" through the layers of 
paintings and examine the layout drawing of the .irtisi 
Ms. Delia describes herself as a person "who knows 1*1^2, and 
that the world is round." Unfortunately, the solutions to today's sen- 
ous problems (e.g. global warming, overpopulation, disease outbreaks 
and terrorism) require a much deeper understanding of mathematics 
and science. Ouster Three strives to provide the skills students need to 
solve these and other pressing issues. Perhaps the real question is: why 
are only 10 credit hours devoted to such a monumental task? 
Kit Murphy 
associate biology professor 
Ouster Three coordinator 
HPV vaccine increases education about killer cancer 
I'm wnting in response to the HPV vaccine article I'm a strong pro- 
ponent for the vaccine, but I feel as though not all the information about 
cervical cancer is given when discussing it. The vaccine does not prevent 
all types of HPV, only four high-risk strains. Also, while HPV is the lead- 
ing cause of cervical cancer, if s not the only one. Any sort of abnormal 
cell change, whether caused by lifestyle or genetics, can cause it as well. 
1 know this because for the past three months, I've gone through a 
cervical cancer scare — without having the HPV virus. Since finding the 
abnormal cells in August I've had a biopsy and an operation to remove 
the cells (from which I've spent an entire month nvovenngl. It's a long 
scary and uncomfortable process to have to go through, especially at 
only 20 years old. I urge girls to look into the vaccine, but don't rely on 
it as a cure-all. Cervical cancer is one of the easier cancers to cure when 
caught early and one of the fastest to spread if not. Do talk to your doc- 
tor about the vaccine and see if it's right tor you. Just remember that the 
best way to prevent cervical cancer is to go to your OB /CYN every year 
for a checkup. 1 was fortunate enough not to have progressed to cancer. 
DON'T LET ILLNESS CHANGE YOUR CAREER 
BEMERGICARE 
755-A Cantrell Ave. [Nextto Hardees] 
540-432-9996 art sanding thair 
frtmos 
Prompt Medical Attention 
Minor Injuries * Sprains + X-rays + Mono ♦ Strep Throat 
Lacerations + In-House STD Testing 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY + OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon-Frl 9 AM-8 PM + Sat 10 AM- 4 PM +Sun 1 PM- 6 PM 
but had I waited another year to get checked out, I'd be in chemo 
instead of class. Don't let it happen to you. 
Brooke Nestor 
junior health science major 
Gvil rights apply to all citizens, regardless of sexual orientation 
I find it interesting to read through the vehement responses 
to Brian Goodman'9 Nov. 9 opinion article about the marriage 
amendment. Many have indignantly pointed oul that the struggles 
of homosexuals in today's society cannot possibly be compared to 
the struggles of Afncan-Americans dunng what we call the Civil 
Rights movement. Several students have argued that homosexuals 
haven't been lynched or assaulted with hre hoses I think victims 
like Matthew Shephard and Brandon Teena, both of whom were 
brutally murdered because of their sexual orientation, might have 
issues with those arguments. Homosexuals have and continue bO 
be persecuted in this country. Civil nghts aren't just about those 
who struggled to establish |ustice (or African-Americans decades 
ago. The movement simply brought the term into the spotlight 
Civil rights are those nghts that belong to any individual bv virtue 
ot their citizenship, and these rights are protected bv the I Mh and 
14th Amendments of the U.S. Constitution. To support a ban on gay 
marriage is to support the denial ol fundamental rights to 1 class gj 
individuals, most of whom are citizens and should be equally pro- 
tected under the law. The argument over the marriage amendment 
should not be about religion. No one is trying to attack a church's 
right to practice its doctrine; but it is unconscionable for the church 
to apply this doctnne to the law and, in doing so, deny law-abiding, 
tax-paying citizens their civil nghts 
[CSSiCS AviWMl 
alumna, class of 2004 
Race is too present to ignore 
Let's play the devil's advocate: to ignore net is ideal, vet at this 
point in history it is impossible. Acknowledging race in institutional 
policies is not racist if its purpose is to counter racism. When real es- 
tate segregates based on race and when there is an economic imbal- 
ance aligned with race, race-based policies to counter these injustices 
is necessary. If you ignore race and let "the most qualified" get the 
OoUtgetlofl <>r the|<il« position, you will only be hinng those of privi- 
lege — the majority — the upper and middle-class Caucasians. You 
cannot solve the pniblem from the top; by then, it is too late  I hese 
practices of integrating schools IR more benetmal because they 
work at solving the problem closer to the rixtts You cannot tight tor 
equal opportunity at the college and career le\ els when there are not 
equal opportunities in the commumhes and public school systems 
I his is not to discredit or ignore the power of agency, but it is rec- 
ognizing the power of structural interests and influence Separate is 
not equal. Diversity is not about color — it is about ideas 
Kelly AnneCJreer 
junior sociology major 
Advanced Placement or honors: you decide 
Chesterfield County schools no longer oiler honors le\ el. lasses 
lor juniors and seniors. Advanced Placement and "/" level are the 
onlv options. Students and teachers are infuriated, leachers are 
having to redo lesson plans and come up with new way* to teach 
and reach the students, and students feel the pressure to receive a 
high C.PAso thev move up to the AP level rather than down. 
I he reason for the change is to push students to their full po- 
tential. However, students are faced with hours of homework and 
are struggling to keep up. In the James River High School newspa- 
per, students were quoted saying, "some students are honor-level 
students" and honors classes should be brought back. 
Also, students in honors and APdaaM riven ed ths same amount 
of credit which some found unt.nr. However, students taking "O" level 
classes (read below average) and students taking"/" level classes 
(college bound) receive the same amount of credit; so the argument is 
a double standard, only applied to the honors and AP levels 
What can we do? Write letters to the principals and county 
supervisor. Make noise and get your Opinion! heard   I et those in 
charge know problems are being caused, not solved. 
You will face opponents. They will say that the students are 
being pushed to achieve, but make them realize that students are 
being pushed too hard, too fast. 
So, if you feel honors * lasses belong in our schtwls, get out 
there, do something, and make a difference! 
Stephanie Moore 
sophomore ISS major 
Educators must mind the parents as well 
As an elementary- education major, I have been taught that 1 
should do what is best lor mv students, and that 1 can work with 
other educators to find out how to accomplish that goal  I have also 
been subtly taught that the parents do not know and often do not 
ewn care l-rom an educator's standpoint. I understand that parents 
can get in the way of what the teacher thinks the student needs. 
They might not see or understand something that vou, as their 
leather, think is important. We, as teachers, are there to help the 
child and should want the best for them   I his is good. However, the 
parent often knows more about die child than the teacher di*-s 
As you're going out into the field and teaming how to deal with 
the parents of your students, remember that often thev have known the 
child for his or her entire life and probably care for and love them more 
than anyone else. There are many different situations out there, and you 
want to pn>tect the child if he or she needs it, but listen to the parents. 
Listen to what they have to say about their child, and see if it isn't true. 
I h/abeth Hannigan 
junior elementary education major 
Commons preacher goes it alone 
It was a tall d.n, and he stood atop the commons hill, with his 
hair combed slick and his elothes coordinated. Like the breeze in 
the air. he WSJ Crisp With conviction. 
hiking his place atop the hill while his family looked on he steadied 
his tooting and himself, looking like he was ready to impart words of 
truth, a prophet crying out in the wilderness. But then.. .he spoke. 
I never knew 1 COuld BO to hell for so many things. Soon counted 
among the damned, I decided to leave. As I did, I heard people 
begin to argue with him. Thev deployed Bible quotes of their own 
with tones of sclf-nghteous indignation (>n both sides, then? was 
no communication or honest admissions, |ust excommunication and 
crucifixions. I could hear the heat of the crowd, and I amid feel their 
anger, but I found it hard to feel anything other than sympathy. In his 
drive by sermon, he had aimed at even-one, but had hit no one 
I glanced back one more time before I left. The man stood 
poised beating back the thmngs of "long-haired" "pornography 
watchers   with the fortitude of s man who was ngnt. And, maybe, 
he was nght. I don't know. All I know that is that when you deliver 
I sermon on a mount or live in a city atop a hill, you do so alone 
Richard Barry 
undeclared freshman 
Editorial Policies 
Responses to all articles and opinions published in Vie Breeze are wel- 
comed and encouraged. Ix-tters should he no longer than 250 words, 
must include a phone number for verification and can be e-mailed to 
ofmnoniathebnrze OH or mailed to MSC 6H0S Cl, Anthony-Seeger Hall, 
r tarnsonburg, VA 22807. TV Breeze reserves the nght to edit all submis- 
sions for length and grammatical style. 
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board as a 
whole, and is not necessarily the opinion of any indiviudal staff 
member of The Breeze. 
I iliton.il Board: 
Mattlx'w Stoss. editor in chief 
( ,nte White, managing editor 
Bnan Coodman, opinion editor 
Vie opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the 
nnvspaper, this staff or lames Madison University. 
IS SPIRITUALITY PRACTICAL/ 
INVESTIGATE .... ON THE WEB 
WWW.SPIR.ITVALITY.COM 
This book has changed millions of lives around 
the world. Whether looking for better health 
& well-being or seeking life's deeper meaning, 
this inspired book can enrich your life!! 
Available at bookstores,  libraries,  Christian Science 
Reading Rooms or call locally to order a copy: 289-5134. 
'STOVE f 
& VIDEO 
Route 33 East 
Harrisonburg 
433-9181 
(nextlo Wendy's) 
;'*FREE** 
| 4 night rental 
one per customer 
Free Membership 
Over 1,000 Movies 
DVDs, VHS, XBoX & PS2 games 
so far in one semester ■
JMU Social Fraternities have raised over 
$7,500  
for Research and Charity 
A message from JMU's Inter Fraternity Council 
8 I Monday. November 20.2006 I www.thebreeze xtrfi I The Breeze 
GAMES *"o 
PUllUS 
Sudoku 
7 9 8 
3 4 9 
2 7 
1 7 6 
6 4 3 5 
3 1 7 
2 8 
1 7 4 
1 5 6 
Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and 
each of the three-by-three squares, each number 
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way 
to fill in the grid. 
Difficulty: * * # # # 
2006 hrain freezepuzzles.i tm 
See today's answers online at thebreeze.org 
Warm a 
Witt toff Wssh: 
1. Go to UREC and pick up * 
a candy cane. 
2. Buy a present for an 
individual in need this 
holiday season. 
3. Return to UREC with the 
present and the tag from 
your candy cane. 
4. Smile and know you've 
done your part to Warm a 
Winter Wish! 
Dates: 
- Candy canes 
available to pick 
up .liter Nov. 15th 
Return gifts by Dec. 12th 
_. WARM A _ 
• WINTER* 
WISH 
f# 
5*s5p *w Warm a 
Waiter Wish mis 
foai&biy S<&IS«MI! 
SUPER CROSSWORD 
<;RKKN PIEl'K 
ACROSS 
I Exchange 
5 "■ on Enicbbe"C77 
film) 
9 TV's"- Bridges" 
13 Canadian peninsula 
IK ll ma> be biller 
19 • Spumanle 
20 Director Ka2an 
21 CkatM 
22 "Green Card" aclress 
25 Pui the match 10 
26 Big kid' 
27 Lofty 
28 Ford of football 
30 Hightailed it 
31 One of a bunch 
34 Green Bay Packers 
stadium 
39 Dieter's snack 
41 Slreep of "The 
Hours" 
42 Act like a stallion 
43 Loathe 
44 Bucks beginning 
46 Mine car 
4H Coronet 
»l Gray matter' 
52 Occult 
54 The    Brothers 
56 Depart 
58 Sutler's partner 
60 He gave us a lift 
62 Carve a can>on 
64 Illuminated 
69 Nick ■'<   t .innery 
Ron" 
68 To- (perfectly i 
70 Alum 
71 Arafat's grp 
72 Gulf state 
74 "Green Acrc«* .ui.tr 
77 Jackie of "The Tuv 
edo" 
78 Brooks or Ott 
79 --dteu (kneeler) 
80 Galaxy glitlerer 
81 Neighbor of 72 
83 "-of You" ('84 hni 
84 Anno\s 
86 Budge 
88 Eye opener' 
91 Shortstop Pee Wee 
93 German river 
95 Bright inventor' 
98 - es Salaam 
99 Come in 
101 Job opening 
103 Vegetate 
104 Impudent 
105 "Leaf!'71 film) 
107 One of the Osmunds 
109 Blazing 
1 1 1 4 6" r- 8    " 1 ! ■o H ■■/ VI 14 is II w II 1 I ' ■ ■ 1 1 
1 ?z ■■ H2e ." BBB ■ V 41 BH 
BBBJ •a ■■ mm 49 
1. ■M is ^B* ■ ■■ ■■ ■-■ ■ W ■H st  ^M'o H 
77 LB I 
•fl ■BK ■ ■ *, ■ H 
B< ■■ ■■ * i'   1       HIM 
w H itv ^HIUJ ■■'34 
■ 10^ -oeHHT- ■ OBI           ■■lUV IT I 
111 1131 114 1 ■ 1 
■": LB B MB ■120 .'■ IB 
™ IH IH 129 I '/B ID l.- ■?• i»| 
19 '3> 1 m 13- • i. '3' " ■ || 
111   "The Green Man" 
julhnr 
1l*    Dim Giovanni" 
sctiint 
lift Year, in Yucatan 
117 Nabokov novel 
118 Raindrop sound 
120 Leaf part 
12' Poll)-^iiahk one? 
126 "Green Tambourine" 
group 
132 Dubious 
I " loyca'l land 
134 Pan of HOMES 
135 Den 
unds (with) 
137 Risked a ticket 
138 Coming up 
I I90TJ   tounded in 
'4-; 
DOWN 
1 Bath, eg 
2 Flicker feature 
3 Actor Ray 
4 Supple 
5 Aries animal 
6 Fit • fiddle 
7 Like a mosquito bile 
x Actress Conn 
9 Inn-based sitcom 
10 Bristol bre« 
11 "- vous plait" 
12 Berr> of "Monster N 
Ball" 
13 Silence 
14 Writer Rand 
15 British county 
16 Pans) part 
17 Correct 
21 Stately dance 
23 Raison d'- 
24 Inspect too closely ' 
29 Corn portion 
32 BUko'i employer 
33 Colors 
35 Pianist Hess 
*'. Criticize 
37 Went down in his- 
tory '.' 
3H   Dies-" 
39 Ablative or dative 
40 Green Mountain Boys 
leader 
41 Cocktail choice 
43 Actor's lunch'* 
45 Pontiac model 
47 Consolidate 
49 Green Party candi- 
date 
50 Saint Theresa's home 
52 "- de mer" 
53 Quotes an expert 
5*   M> fault!" 
57 007's school 
59 Baseball's Guidry 
ft I Throne and pew 
63 See socially 
66 Austin of "Knots 
Landing" 
67 Roman magistrate 
69 Gladden 
72 Poet Khayyam 
73 Donnybrook 
73 Exploit! 
76 It has a tm pan 
77 I ■itatia" trame 
79 I Ittta with feathers 
82 Gu) 
85 Alabama cn\ 
■ mdc 
H9 Seldom seen 
90" I he A h'.uir actoi 
92 Forest rathei 
94 Wander 
9ft Clout a cad 
i igeoc Ooegin" 
charactar 
KKI Pall talei 
11.2 Irure.isci bj 
104 hull array 
06 I I thfl knot 
105 I .mil in the MM 
lid I crrer musical 
111 Done for 
112 4 ockarnarnie 
11 * Scandinavian 
114 Earl) Eastwood 
role 
115 I em leaturc 
119 Harbinger 
12 I Pui on ;i hjpp> face 
122 Lexicographer 
Pan ridge 
124 41 Down ingredient 
121; Hosp arui 
127 Cool 
I2K Poetic preposition 
129 Veto 
i to (it«set i corgi 
131 Mexican Mrs 
Got Business? 
Advertise with The Breeze! 
97% of students say that they read The Breeze 
at least once or twice a month. 
CHECK OUT THE NEW WRESTLING CLUB 
Practices are on Tuesdays and Wednesdays 
In Memorial Hall at 6:30pm 
Tournament at Penn State on Dec. 2nd. 
If you want to participate come find out mor 
For more information contact Keith Baulsis 
baulslkc@jmu.edu or 301-412-4760 
The Breeze  ^erSOIialS    Your future spouse is waiting. 
so far this semester, 
JMU Social Sororities have raised over 
$23,500  
for research & charities 
And we thank you for your continued support! 
A message from the JMU Panhcllcmc Council 
Editor: John dalle 
Editor: Brian Hansen 
brrezrsporis@hoimail.com 
(540) 568-6709 Sports 
■MBXHIMBBMI www.ihebreeze.org 
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Dukes tame Tigers, extend season 
JMU finishes season 
with same record as 2004 
championship run at 9-2 
•Y JOHN GALLE 
sports editor 
JMU 38 
Towson     3 
The JMU football team went to Towson with a 
mission Saturday to prove itself as a playoff team to 
the NCAA committee against the top-ranked pass- 
ing offense in the Atlantic 10. 
Mission accomplished. 
The Dukes didn't allow a sin-    
gle Towson touchdown and came   tV^t-Kall 
out with a 38-3 victory, ending the   rOOtDaUl 
Tigers' playoff hopes at Johnny   Saturday 
Unitas Stadium 
"It was the wrong week to 
play us," JMU coach Mickey 
Matthews said. "We were ready to 
go today." 
The eighth-year coach wasn't kidding. The Dukes 
had 436 yards of total offense and scored on six of 11 
possessions in the must-win contest. 
"We all knew what we had to do to get into the 
playoffs," JMU senior quarterback Justin Rascati 
said. "I never want to leave it up to a committee 
whether we get in or not. We knew we had to handle 
business and we just treated it like a playoff game." 
In the first half, the Dukes passed the ball four 
times, while junior tailback Eugene Holloman rushed 
for 108 yards — his sixth 100-yard performance of 
the year. 
"It was hard to make them miss for some reason," 
Holloman said. "But I'm going to work on that for 
next week." 
Holloman finished with 131 yards, four shy of 
1,000 on the season. 
"1 was telling coach, you know, we were pounding 
them, but let's not give up on the pass at nalftime," 
Rascati said. "And in the second half, we threw on 
them." 
Rascati completed 9 of 12 passes for 186 yards 
and three touchdowns, while running for another. 
He accounted for all 21 points scored in the second 
half. 
"We were concerned about their pass rush and 
their ability to control the ball," Towson coach 
Gordy Combs said. "And they did both of those 
things today." 
The Tigers didn't help matters by turning the ball 
over four times, one in each quarter. 
The game was close until Towson's wide receiver 
Enc Yancey muffed a punt return that Barnes recov- 
ered. The turnover proved to be the turning point, 
as JMU scored four touchdowns on four consecutive 
drives. 
On the play, Yancey waved off his teammates as a 
short punt bounced in front of him. However, when 
the ball bounced up, Yancey decided to field it, but 
only got a hand on it before he was dragged down. 
"It wasn't one of my better decisions, but I 
wasn't sure if it had hit my teammate in the back," 
Yancey said. 
After scoring 28 unanswered points, JMU used 
its last possession of the game to march 74 yards 
and run off the remaining 7:44. 
The Dukes' defense made it a day to forget for 
Towson quarterback Sean Schaefer and the Tigers' 
offense, as it allowed 12 rushing yards, registered 
three sacks and put constant pressure on the quar- 
terback, often with just its front four. 
"Our defensive line made our jobs easy," said 
JMU junior linebacker Justin Barnes, who recovered 
two rumbles, both of which turned into JMU scores. 
"We blitzed a little bit, but not as much as usual." 
Matthews said: "|Schaefer| was on his back a lot, 
or he was on his back foot. We )ust didn't let him get 
into rhythm today." 
Schaefer finished the season with more than 
3,000 passing yards, but failed to throw a touch- 
down pass for the first bme in 21 career games. He 
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Dukes ousted in 
semifinals against 
defending champs 
Women's 
Volleyball 
Saturday 
JMU 
vcu 
EVANDYSON//U*/»nwi« 
JMO Junior rntddta Mockc* Alfyion Harta and sophomoc Mllef L«oftn MltM % 
tor a block attempt during a cam* at Sinclair GynmaaJurn. Hafts flniafted the 
year wtth 418 km, which to food for eighth att-ttma In tha JMU racord book.. 
No. 6 VCU upsets 
No. 2 JMU in 
CAA tournament 
lll MPS 11 \l > N.Y. - The second- 
seeded JMU women's volleyball team (19- 
9) ended its season Saturday with an upset 
loss to the sixth-scvdcd Rams of Virginia 
Commonwealth University (16-14) in the 
Colonial Athletic Association's conference 
tournament. 
The match went 
five games with VCU 
winning 24-30, 30- 
24. 30-28, 25-30 and 
15-1Z TV Rams are 
the defending CAA 
champs and will 
move on to defend 
their hue against the 
h»p-seed in the tournament, Hofstra. 
In the first game, the Dukes were fu- 
eled by senior nght side Bayh Stillwell, 
who had live kills in helping JMU jump all 
over VCU Ihev led early 9-3 and never re- 
Imh'd, cruising to the 30-24 victory. 
Stillwell finished the match with 10 
kills, nine digs and thnr service aces. 
Game 2 was much tighter and tea- 
tured 17 bes, with the last being at 20-20. 
Ihe Rams then went c*i a 3-0 run to pull 
ahead with a lead they would not give up 
Ana I uiza de Bona led VCU with seven 
kills and Catherine )uson had 19 assists. 
It was the fourth bme in the last five 
matches the IXikes have dropped the sec- 
ond game of the best of five senes. |MU is 
2-3 overall in those matches. 
I)e Bona finished bed tor a team-high 
20 kills. 
Irie  third  game  was  another tight 
match, seeing several lead changes, and 
the Rams would eventually go on to take 
the match 30-28. VCU lumped out early, 
but the Dukes charged back to take the 
k'ad at 10-9 They would go on to stretch 
that lead to as many as four However, the 
Dukes could not hold on when trie Rams 
forced a 21-21 be, and went on to MM 
three straight points. JMU would not come 
back, as VCU held on for a 30-2H win. 
In the tourth game, VCU looked like 
they were going to take the match in tour 
games leading bv a score of 19-ln. Mow- 
ever, senior middle blocker Ashk*v Copen- 
haver and |uruor middle blocker Allysun 
Halls led the IXikes on a 9-0 run with junior 
libero Jena Pierson holding serve to take a 
25-19 lead. Copenhaver had three kills in 
the run and 1 lalls had six in the game as 
the IXikes would take the game 10-25 
T "he deciding game featured a senes 
of runs, as mcwnentum flipped back and 
forth in the game. With the game bed at 
four, VCU went tin a 4-0 run to take an 8- 
4 lead, but JMU responded with a run of 
its own, tying it at eight. Again, the Rams 
went on a 4-0 run to take a 12-8 lead only 
to see the IXikes respond with another 4-0 
run to be the game. The final run saw VCU 
take the final three points of the match to 
clinch the game. 
JMU got strong performance from sev- 
eral players. Halls bad a game-high 21 kills 
and six blocks, while sophomore setter 
l.iiimi Miles finished with her 15th dou- 
ble-double of the year, colkvbng W assists 
and 14 digs. Pierson notched 24 digs and 
senior Hanna Portrrfield tallied 11 kills 
The Rams were kd bv de Bona. Along 
with her 20 kills, she finished with six digs 
and  two bk*ks.  I.udmill«i   l-'rancescatto 
riao Mahal with 20 kills and added 10 
digs and five blocks. 
— from staff reports 
EVAN DYSOH/phoio edaue 
JMU Junior llnabackar Juitlrt Barnes puti the pressure on Towson quarterback Sean Schaafar during 
Saturday's contest. For more pictures from the Towson game, visit lhebneze.org. 
also had an interception and two fumbles lost. 
Rascati, by comparison, hooked up with senior 
wide receiver L.C. Baker twice for scores, while 
freshman wide receiver Rockeed McCarter's only 
catch of the game in the fourth quarter was for a 
game-long 58 yards. It was the first touchdown of 
McCarter's career 
"When we're balanced (on offense], we're hard 
to stop," Rascati said. 
Said Barnes: "When we get going (on defense], 
its hard to score on us." 
Of note: Rascati tied Eriq Williams (1991) for the 
JMU single-season record for touchdowns with I4* 
with his three-touchdown performance at Towson. 
Also, senior kicker David Rabil broke the JMU 
record for career scoring with 224 points, passing 
John Coursey (1993-'96> by four points after con- 
verting on a 38-yard field goal and hitting five extra 
points against the Tigers. 
No. 7 JMU draws 
No. 5 Youngstown 
State in first round 
■Y BRIAN HANSFN 
sports editor 
Mickey Matthews is not a fan 
of television 
However, JMU's coach isn't 
against it because of the content 
of current shows. No, Matthews 
is frustrated because JMU is 
traveling to Ohio two days after 
Thanksgiving rather than staying 
in Virginia because it gives televi- 
sion the best matchup. 
"The only thing I can say 
is sometimes television gets 
involved," Matthews said. "I 
would assume ESPN put in some 
sort of demand, and I'm sure they 
would deny that." 
The frustration was clear in 
Matthews' voice as it was revealed 
that the NCAA selection committee 
will send the Dukes to Youngstown, 
Ohio, to take OK loungslown State 
in the first round of the Division 
l-AA playoffs. 
The Penguins garnered the 
fourth seed in the bracket after 
finishing the regular season with 
a 9-2 record. The matchup with 
JMU matches two of the top seven 
teams in The Sports Network Top 
25 and makes for a very attractive 
game. That is, for everyone but 
JMU and Youngstown State. 
"I'm sure Youngstown's upset 
about it," Matthews said. "That's 
a tough draw for them and a very 
tough draw for us. I mean it is 
what it is, but it's two very good 
team's going at it." 
The news came as quite a shock 
as a large crowd gathered in the 
Fesbval Center Ballroom to await 
the news. Anhcipatton mounted 
as the group of JMU tans wailed 
eagerly to see who would be trav- 
eling to Harnsonburg in the first 
round. It was expected that the 
Dukes would be playing at home 
after the administration placed 
what was called a "very competi- 
tive hid" tor a home game. 
"It's a little frustrating when 
you really wanted a home game," 
JMU athletic director Jeff Bourne 
said. "We put in a great bid for 
the game. We worked real hard 
to |bnng a home game here|, hut 
we'll iust have to go to Youngstown 
and play a great football game " 
Traditionally, the selection 
committee has used geography to 
explain their scheduling of their 
first round matchups, ho? • I tl 
Matthews and the Dukes won't be 
accepbng that this year 
"New Hampshire is playing 
Hampton," Matthews said. "Fven 
if we have to go to Hampton, it 
makes more sense to send New 
Hampshire to Youngstown and 
let us play Hampton. Someone 
smarter than me is going to have 
to explain that one to me." 
No amount of explanation 
changes the fact that this weekend 
JMU will be traveling to Ohio to 
take on the fifth-ranked team in 
the country 
The Penguins are led by Walter 
I'avton Award candidate, running 
boo Mucui Mason   Hi hai CM* 
ned the ball 228 times for 1,1% 
yards and I** touchdowns 
It will be a matchup of strength 
versus strength as the Youngstown 
offefUM averaging 240.6 yards 
rushing per game will take on the 
second-best rushing defense in the 
Atlantic ID. This season JMU is 
giving up just 84 yards rushing 
per game, including just 12 on 
Saturday against Towson. 
In its p.issinggame, Youngstown 
State has been average at best get- 
ting |ust 1,47b yards and 10 touch- 
downs to go with 10 interceptions 
from quarterback Tom Zetts. The 
team is getting just 144.3 yards per 
game through the air. 
More importantly is that the 
Penguins have only been sacked 
11 times this season. But, JMU's 
defense leads the A-10 in the cat- 
egory with 44. 
"I haven't done am research 
OH VbungBtOWn,'    Matthews said. 
"1    haven't    seen    Yowwttown 
Clay   in   \1   years.   I   don't   know 
ow much   thev  know about   us 
either " 
Offensively, the Dukes, aver- 
aging an A-10 best 212.7 yards 
Kr game on the ground, should 
able to run the ball cm a XSU 
defense that is giving up 1445 
yards per game on the gnmnd. 
"1 nave no idea what kind of 
detense they run," senior quar- 
terback Justin Rascati said. "I'm 
lust going to go in and get ready 
to play them this week, and hopt- 
tulh go up there and have some 
fun." 
Ihe game will be aired on 
ESPN2 Saturday at 7:30 p.m. 
Editor Kelly Usher 
Editor: Jill YlWOftkl 
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Make your Thanksgiving delicious with 
these simple recipes to spice up your 
holiday season. Enjoy! 
— Your A&E editors. 
im iroranr Yuwsr Prep time 30 minutes Cook time: 4 hours 
INGREDIENTS: 
1 (18 pound) whole 
turkey, neck and giblets 
removed 
2 cups kosher salt 
1/2 cup butter, melted 
2 large onions, peeled, 
chopped 
4 carrots, peeled and 
chopped 
4 stalks celery, chopped 
2 sprigs fresh thyme 
1 bay leaf 
1 cup dry white wine 
Ready in: 17 hours 
Yields: 24 servings 
DIRECTIONS: 
1. Rub the turkey inside and out 
with the kosher salt. Race the bird 
in a large stock pot and cover with 
cold water. Place in the refrigerator, 
and allow the turkey to soak in the 
salt and water mixture 12 hours, or 
overnight. 
2. Preheat oven to 350°F. Thoroughly 
nnse the turkey, and discard the brine 
mixture. 
3. Brush the turkey with half of the 
melted butter. Place breast side down 
on a roasting rack in a shallow roast- 
ing pan. Stuff the turkey cavity with 
1 onion,half of the carrots, half of the 
celery, 1 sprig of thyme and the bay 
leaf. Scatter the remaining vegetables 
and thyme around the bottom of 
the roasting pan and cover with the 
white wine. 
4. Roast uncovered 3-1II to 4 hours 
in the preheated oven, until the 
internal temperature of the thigh 
reaches 180°F. Carefully him the 
turkey breast side up about 2/3 
through the roasting time, and brush 
with the remaining butter. Allow the 
bird to stand about 30 minutes before 
carving. 
Prep time: 15 minutes 
Cook time: 1 hour 20 minutes 
INGREDIENTS: 
8 large baking potatoes 
1/4 cup butter or margarine, 
softened 
1/2 teaspoon garlic powder 
1/2 teaspoon salt 
Ready in: 1 hour 35 minutes 
Yields: 16 servings 
1/2 teaspoon dried oregano 
1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper 
1/8 teaspoon celery salt 
1/3 cup milk 
Grated Parmesan cheese 
Paprika 
DIRECTIONS: 
Pierce the potatoes with a fork. Bake at 400°F for 60 to 70 minutes 
or until tender. Cut potatoes in half lengthwise; scoop out pulp, 
leaving a thin shell. Set shells aside. In a large bowl, mash pulp; 
add butter, garlic powder, salt, oregano, cayenne, celery salt and 
enough milk to make a smooth filling. Stuff or pipe into shells; 
place in two greased 13-in. by 9-in. by 2-in. baking pans. Sprinkle 
with Parmesan cheese and paprika if desired, Bake uncovered at 
350°F for 20 to 25 minutes or until heated throughout. 
WNPBLG LBTER 
INGREDIENTS: 
2 (8 ounce) packages cream 
cheese, softened 
111 cup white sugar 
1 /2 teaspoon vanilla extract 
2 eggs 
112 cup pumpkin puree 
1 (9 inch) prepared graham 
cracker crust 
I / 2 teaspoon ground cinnamon 
1 pinch ground cloves 
1 pinch ground nutmeg 
1II cup frozen whipped 
topping, thawed 
Prep time: 30 minutes 
Cook time: 40 minutes 
DIRECTIONS: 
1. Preheat oven to 325°F. 
2. In a large bowl, combine cream 
cheese, sugar and vanilla. Beat until 
smooth. Blend in eggs one at a time. 
Remove 1 cup of batter and spread 
into bottom of crust set aside. 
3 Add pumpkin, cinnamon, doves and 
nutmeg to the ranamng batter and 
Ready in: 4 hours 10 minutes 
Yield*: 8 servings 
stir gently until well blended Carefuiy 
spread over the batter mine crust 
4. Bake in preheated oven for 35 to 
40 minutes, or until center is almost 
set. Allow to cool, then refrigerate 
for 3 hours or overnight Cover 
with whipped topping before 
serving. 
Recipes courtesy ofallrecipes.com iraphrj /n I.AUREN FACK/an dkmwr 
t£   Restaurant Review 
Ethiopian cuisine brings 
exotic flavor to the Valley 
The Blue Nile spices up local restaurant scene 
■ .  CRISTEN LAI/ONI 
contributing writer 
When the tantalizing scent of aromatic herbs 
and spices tills the air, \ou know vuu've reached 
the Blue Nik 
True to its Ethiopian inspiration, the Blue 
Nile is colorfully, distinctly and superbly deco- 
rated. Contributing to this enthralling ambi- 
ance || the rttUuranfl quality Of the service 
and cuisine. Although the time it lakes to re 
Cdv« \our meal wouldn't exactly qualify the 
Blue Nile as .1 fut-tOOd restaurant, the atten- 
tion vou receive and the unprecedented succu- 
lent flavor of the food is so superior that the 
experience would be worth waiting even light- 
years. 
Approaching the Blue Nile, the strong, 
enticing scent radiating from the restaurant 
will compel my passerbv to crave every item 
on the menu. If the ifomi isn't enchanting 
enough, the stimulating and authentically 
Ethiopian atmosphere inside the eatery will 
entertain patron-. With charmingly upbeat 
Ethiopian muaic, bold colon, countless tablet 
and the mim-hthiopian museum at the back 
of the restaurant, the Blue Nile will transport 
customers out of Harrisonburg into an exotic 
mini-vacation. 
Aside from delighting in the ambiance, 
customers will surely savor every bite of their 
meal. The distinctive names of meals can be 
intimidating, but the cuisine is exotic enough 
to provide a delicious punch of flavor with- 
out overwhelming anyone's taste buds. The 
Keye Siga Wat (lean beef cubes stewed with 
tomatoes, onions, spiced Ethiopian butter 
and a delectable mix of herbs and spices) had 
amazing flavors that were not only pleasing, 
but provided large portion sizes and reason- 
able prices. 
The Blue Nile's menu is conveniently sorted 
by type of entree (vegetarian, beef, lamb, poultry 
and seafood) with vegetarian meals ranging from 
$7.25 to $8.50 and meat dishes ranging from $10.25 
to $13.50. 
With a scintillating ambiance, savory cuisine 
and sensible prices, the Blue Nile was an all- 
around fantastic expenence. So take the short tnp 
and have an unparalleled dining experience at the 
Blue Nile 
The Blue Nile is located at 1251 Virginia Ave. 
f-or directions and coupons, go to bluemleetruopi- 
ancuisine.com. 
fa—               '^^*^*^^ 
A, 
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The Blue NIK. located on Virginia Avenue, provide* an exotic Heaps Into the Ethoptan world. 
CHECK IT OUT 
The Pub 
Still in town Tuesday night? 
H«ad over to The Pub for tmt good. oJ4- 
f ashlontd karaoke. 
Retro Review 
Pavement perfects sound 
in band's second album 
Lead singer Malkmus' lyrics bring sarcasm, 
freshness to contemporary '90s indie band 
BY Kajs KING 
contributing writer 
It's difficult to explain exactly what makes 
Pavement so worthwhile. They are an impor- 
tant indie band of the '90s, but when you look 
for a reason as to why, the answer tends to 
come out clouded and confused. Their music 
is infectiously catchy, but mildly inaccessible; 
the lyrics are literate, but inane; the band 
members are suave, but nerdy. Some claim 
that Pavement is the most overrated garbage 
group in history, only to come back a month 
later talking about how utterly ingenious 
they are. But this conflict is the band's appeal, 
which is perfectly captured by their sopho- 
more release: 1994's Crooked Ram, Crooktd 
Rain. 
Despite being their second album. Crooked 
Rain. Crooked Ram is when Pavement really 
perfected its sound; growing beyond the 
harsh lo-fi sound they perfected in their first 
album (1992s Slanted and Enchanted) without 
completely abandoning it. The album starts 
off with "Silence Kit," a loose, seemingly di- 
rectionless mess of instrumental noodling, as 
if the producer began recording without the 
band realizing, only to have everything come 
together in a melody that is immediately en 
This dichotomy of accessibility and dis- 
(ointedness prevails throughout the album. The 
band keeps listeners' attention by consistently 
changing directions. In "Gold Sound*" singer/ 
songwnter (and U.Va. alumnua) Stephen Mal- 
kmus presents one of the most endearing indie 
rock ballads of the '90s. complete with a light, 
airv guitar that owes more to Loaded-era Vel- 
vet Underground than it does to Sonic Youth. 
But the album shifts tones immediately after- 
wards with "5-4 = Unity." a psyched out Dave 
Brubeck-esqe \*ii tune, seemingly tossed in 
to make sure that listeners aren't getting too 
comfortable. 
But these shifts tie the album together 
rather than tear it apart. Malkmus' voice 
ranges from conversational to screeching, 
sometimes within the confines of the same 
song. It can be jarring at times, but Malkmus' 
voice gives the album a unique charm. 
Besides the basic tonal duality of the album. 
there is a thick layer of satire that shines through 
Malkmus' lyrics. In a time of increasingly com- 
mercialized grunge and crass jangle-pop. Pave- 
ment seems almost out of place, and trie band 
relishes in this. 
In "Range Life," Malkmus takes shots 
at both The Smashing Pumpkins and Stone 
Temple Pilots, and the alt-rock anthem 
"Cut Your Hair" playfully coos about the 
long-hair-obsessed post-Nirvana music in- 
dustry. But almost in spite of these shots at 
the increasingly mainstream alt-rock scene, 
the album is unapologetically commercial 
with its vibrant hooks and memorable mel- 
odies. 
With "Gold Soundz," Malkmus illus- 
trates another one of his strong points as a 
songwriter, in his ability to capture a feeling 
without really saying anything at all. In the 
opening lines of the song, Malkmus rails off 
a series of relative non-sequiturs that create 
a sensation in the listener rather than try to 
convey a deeper message. 
"Go back to those gold sounds/ And 
keep my advent to yourself/ Because it's 
nothing I don't like/ Is it a crisis or a boring 
change/ When it's central, so essential/ It 
has a nice ring when you laugh/ At the low- 
life opinions/ And they're coming to the 
chorus now." What exactly is Malkmus talk- 
ing about here? It doesn't matter, because 
the chorus is coming up. 
Despite some of the topics rooted in ear- 
ly '90s culture, the music manages to sound 
fresh to contemporary ears. Unlike many 
other Btaple early '90s albums. Crooked 
Rain, Crooked Rain hasn't gone stale with 
age. It has a sonically fresh punch that all 
truly great albums retain as they age and 
the reason for this lies solely in Malkmus' 
clever and sincere lyrics matched with the 
band's unique melodic and vaguely (very 
vaguely, mind you) country-tinged instru- 
mentation. 
Essentially, Crooked Rain, Crooked Ram 
is a marvel. Both the melodic richness of 
the music. Malkmus' satiric lyrics and abil- 
ity to capture emotion through irreverence 
make for a listen that transcends genre and 
time period. 
I lie album truly is one of the best al- 
bums to come out of the '90s, and it's un- 
derappreciated by mainstream audiences. 
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For Rent "<»      lAIKVIItt.      1      HIDKIKIM. I    hjlh.    W      II.    Dsl       pnm,    *ard. 
Mo   411-IWIU   ■«   ;t< 
55-A » FAIRV1EW. 2 BEDROOM, Kl Ml D Ill's MAINS! .Shcdroom. 
I I Ktlh. WO. DSI \l lap ..ml 2 K.lh U I).DM . h.m-ment. *ar,l .acfOil 
ISStOMo       4U-09M      oi      M4-3I47    lromeampu> June.4H.I>-«4or24(>-3l47 
I AKt.l 4 HI DKOOM HOUSE 
fur full droops only June lo June 
Mm ' |0M I" ..iinptiv : lull Kllhv 
rtasher'dner miludcd I29Q pri 
morilli |St pelMin   Clll (S4III 433-0380 
SI 111 I ASI              SI'KIMi 2007 
Sloneeale      I      bedroom MiMcise. 
$405      tor     rent     Nil neyitfiahle. 
includes      ulililic      1X041 X37-OV57 
I Kl Ml l> »'        » I MKMI V. 
13 or 4 r»di,h.m.; Kuli. \l II 
I DM. 2 Imne rooms. >anl \^s.> 
I Mo 433-0°K4 'i 
73 E. MAKM |.|«i»Sln»\. «rn 
.iiii,,- : hcdnuHTi. i bah, D8I. otoc 
.s   *aler  provided    14WV  Mo   433- 
0*84   Of    246-3147     (5401    24n 114' 
SPONSOR! li in v iin no   WDMOWIM CAMMIGN, l'MMMl I 1 
HEALTH 11 s imoKHci 01 IIIAI.III raOMOTfON.li THE 
IV-DAY COMMm I l 
VII I 
PMf \ 
MM I MAI I WANIEDQiiMiSKkw 
room v./ private entrance halh trie. v\ 
0 on prerniNe. Kent V40O*l<2w»ler*l/ 
letectrtdt) osjcMions call 540-5*0- 
IJ79    .'i    email    bikci2jkftjmu.edu 
WRING        " SI 111 I I lemale 
Needed   1 ..v Mill-.   SIX   plu. utilities 
gautahl'fr jmu edu      or      609-333-393? 
(For Sale] 
I'nsMins   \\ \n \tu i    ,.,  Mklimni 
photographs i.i.mc.ii.ild} SuPBOMBJI 
applicants will assist in coverage til 2H 
%( v\ \r-»ns Weekend wd Dbjhl «wrk 
rcquircd    PtWtC^nph)    .uitl   ptMMOtbop 
BIpHtaWI        required \pplu.ilions 
available onHna at lublmk |inu 
cdu I <it lurthct nittiritiiilitin contact 
I'alhj   Kushnei   .ii   kushnccsii tmu cdu 
1( Travel 
SkVIHVC    (.no    l)..>    hrM    I reclall 
Ikon  ova  13300'  from  2:  lumper 
.literati Complclc mltifiiulitin o 
on »»» skvdivcorangc QOff (ill I 
( I-KIIHI   Ml SI        i-4»ii        943 651 
rraj in 
« IK II !»IH'\ 
i       Vllllilil IIS Mill IK- ll. I.I; 
■V    Noxnilii-r 11, BUM pin. Bhowtwr O a 
Nm<-inhi<r!iH, Hpin. IS VI   I Hi 
< .ill K.Hks will lie iKhl: 
HIRING FCG Sia SEASON 
2006/2007 
December through March 
Massanutten Resort 
king  applications  lor  I ill  Attendants.  Tubing  Park 
Attendants, Rental Shop Attendants, Instructors, Snownukets, 
Cashiers, Retail Associates and rdephone Operators.  Miring 
for day, night, lull-rime, part-time and weekends. 
SKI FREE 
I Kl I  Mid week A night skiing, rental equipment and 
sins w ith a 2(1 hour per week work schedule. 
Slop by the Ski Olfn c M-F. 1:IHkim - 4:.10pm 
in till out (iii applii ilium or apply online at 
\vmnmasnvsortfootiC0m 
For More Infoi ntalion: *. 
289-4954 _RL_ 
OR 
 800-207-MASS 
\l\Ss\\l   |||\ 
NhuoiiAHU    l I AM    i i NOTH  : 
BRs in lownhousc available mm! $400 
per HK Close lo ..unpti- i MO) 421   )991 
NORM   RIDING I'XRIM K M I 1)1 I) 
Ixpericncc   K^u.rcd     (.ill   133-3311 
si HI I   \SI        h.tot       Mills       R.wm 
Sprinj: 21HK. P«Mh onl\ 
■iiih (441) 243-345? 
ROOM I OR RI-NI starting January. 
$300. nrelcr older or grad student 
to share nisi three bedroom house 
OlOM   M   .Itmnt.iwn   (Mil)   M6-3503 
ROOM I OR RINHSPRIN(i 
si Ml silKi SpacitHis Room arxl   l»i> 
v.jik-ui CtcktM  Oral HOMS, Nmi) 
RcmtHlel.-d » N.-v»   KiltlH-n. ptn.l table. 
Between    campus   and   downtown.    3 
Blocks    from    campuM behind    Joshua 
WftM     HOOHX     ("1-St.cet     I' 
and Sludeni landlord   (540) 4* 
RiHtM K)R RENT Female roommate 
needed 10 MIMCIS,- Sotfh View room 
Rjf IBrini •eiti.stei 2(»07 $4O0 rcni- 
iitihric-s included. Conlaci AjhltJ at 
hogardavruinmcdu or (5401 226-3011 
si III I ASI;Spnng2007AshbyCrossing. 
$340/mwith   CaJI Erin 1703) 431-7367 
IKEA M RMIl'RI A KIK HI N 
OOODfl hoafcOMIO, table & 4 chairs. 
computer desk. t\ stand plus fuhm 
mattress/ frame, swivel chair, georjfr 
lineman nf ill. paper slucdder. hand mixer. 
toaster oven & other household items 
contact   robin   tanncrhahcHhotmail com 
[Help Wtnted] 
\U      MY    l I'    TO   $75    per    MMVO) 
www (ielPaid lolhink com 
•BARMNDINO' Up lo C50 a Dav 
No Experience Nccessars I raining 
Provided      l-SOO-%5-6520     XT    212 
so  SELLING  [NVOLVBD   woalM 
Research Inc is hiring part lime telephone 
interviewers, no selling involved tt> 
ctmducl survevs Make own schedule 
Minimun 3 hour shitls.' da> s a week, one 
MtMkoBd riiUlracajltod a\hUbartJMood>) 
- Friday 5pm • llpm. Saturday 10-arn- 
"ptn. Sundav lpm-6pm   ($401 "4-4625 
The First Church ol ihe Brethren 
After School Program l.mplovmcnl 
opportunities • I n si rue t i on a I 
Assnt.inl 6-10 hours ■ 
AatlttMM Dittcit" ts houn-minimum 
I yeWOXBOrionOB working with children 
• Substitute Instructional Assistants 
Hom are t-hpm M-F, additional hours 
on school breaks So heiiclits Imeresied 
in applying Mail or Email resume with 
two references to lirst Church of the 
Brethren D«J tare IIS S Dogwood 
Drive Harnsonhurg. VA 22801 I BMll 
fcuhdavcarc(;\trt/..o ncli 540)434-6513 
SI Ml S|| K BRI Ms wORK $|-UCI 
BfH \pj-t r\pt) Now. hegm alter 
KM AS I Icsibk- Nclwdulcs Can 
voniiniK* m spring & summer CUatOBMI 
■IN MTViOl viinditinns appls All 
ages IS- I'.issible scl>oljrships All 
■■JOB ctmsitlered Fairfax/ Nova: 
703-359-7600 Newport News: 757- 
SV-OMO      Richmond     H042"04300 
Roaookt MO-345-7707 Va EMM I 
557-OOKO Seniesterbreakwork .com 
STRING ItKI \K HMIWIAS J D.i. 4 
Night Packages. Bom $l'w per pone* 
Inclttdest ruis,' I ransport & Resort in the 
Bahamas-Other Packages JIMI.iv.iilaMc- 
B.H4.lail>lorlRl 1 VIP Parts Package- 
loll-lrcc |-IS9-tS2-BI A( II (l-hHH- 
E24>      www        OoB.th;ima com 
SI'RINt, BREAK IN H»N|M»N 2007! 
Expectance LOMMCI I n^land lor vour 
2007 Sprin*: BreaX - the capital ot COOl 
- price is $5W per peoon, and includes 
MMOHMMMMOn in the heart of London, 
daily breaktast. wceklv travekard. a hop 
tm hop off London bus sightseeing lour. 
an optional London Da Vincc Cttde ttnir 
and pub crawl and more' Price CXCloOM 
(lights Call us M<Jn on ItOO $09 B03S 
t>r email latCAfttspriflgbrceklondtMi con: 
www sprmgbieaklondoiicom - discount 
for groups of 10 or more so jusi   ask1 
ETA SIGMA GAMMA 
"CAN IT!" 
Benefit concert featuring JMU 
performers including: 
New & Improv'cl, Breakdance 
Club, Madison Project, 
Into Hymn, Clear Cadence, 
Exit 245 and others 
Stacking up Against 
Hunger Project 
Collof ling loorl lor the needy in the 
Harrisonburg area 
1
 November 28th at 7 PM 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre 
Admission is $1 or two canned food items 
II,iu- win Cra/v 
Roommates ' 
MOVEOUT 
WITH US! 
Place Your Classified with 
The Breeze! 
www ihehree:e .1nrg 
It's Cheap and Easy! 
JMU Pets Go To OJa(?toi 
Welcome Back Students! 
(540) 433-VETS 
(8387) 
Convenient to JMU 
- Drop off care 
- Small Animal 
- Medical 
- Surgery 
- Boarding 
- Grooming 
498 University Blvd Across From Costco 
ALL OF THIS COULD BE 
YOURS. 
Advertise with The Breeze. 
540.568.6127 
the_breeze@jmu.edu 
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LOOKING FOR ROOMMATES? 
LET US HELP YOU! 
540.801.0660 
www.pheasantrun.net 
321 Pheasant Run Circle 
Monday - Friday 
10am-5pm 
4> J^J Furnished unit 
* 30 S Unfurnished unit 
